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The cutting edge sound slayer known to many as G JONES has emerged from a 

monumental creative cocoon with “UNDERSTANDING THE POSSIBILITY.” The striking 

lead single from his debut LP is a celebration of the experimental, careening from 

atmospheric to metallic and back in a four and a half minute sonic odyssey. At the cusp 

of 2018, G JONES entranced devotees and fresh converts alike with the mind-bending 

collaborative ACID DISK EP and tour alongside EPROM, selling out dates from 

Baltimore and Lexington to Detroit, Denver, and Aspen. Sprinting between the nation’s 

top festivals of the likes of Lollapalooza, EDC, Bonnaroo, and Okeechobee, G JONES 

logged career-defining moments off-stage, piecing together his highly anticipated full-

length debut in his storied production lab in California.

“UNDERSTANDING THE POSSIBILITY” fully embodies its multi-faceted creator, and 

the deep artistic development he underwent to create such hyper-futuristic work.          

G JONES makes contact with obscure planets beyond our realm in under five minutes 

of elite electronic composition, priming listeners for the impending sensory assault to 

come with his forthcoming LP. Undulating synths are keenly matched by skull-rattling 

bass, inciting shock waves down to a molecular level. This genre-shattering journey of 

hyper-perception beckons fans to fully traverse dimensions via G JONES’ debut full-

length album, due this summer.

ABOUT G JONES

Greg Jones is the artist behind the enigmatic G JONES moniker - a Northern California 

native who cut his teeth in the bass music scene after receiving a degree in Fine Arts 

from UC Santa Cruz. A lauded master of electronic studio production and world-class 

DJ, G JONES is a frequent collaborator of industry figureheads such as Bassnectar and 

DJ Shadow, who called Jones “the most gifted Ableton beatmaker I’ve ever seen.” 



Rolling Stone touted him a “studio wizard.” A 2016 solo EP VISION and the 

collaborative ACID DISK with EPROM cemented G JONES as a champion for the 

underground, and talent in demand for elite bookings. G JONES consistently elevates 

his sophisticated production skills, cheered by OkayPlayer as a “beatmaker savant.” 

With his music seeing set inclusion from iconoclasts of the likes of Aphex Twin, its clear 

to see why G JONES’ debut album is one of the most highly anticipated releases of 

2018.

CONNECT WITH G JONES:

Facebook  |  Instagram  |  SoundCloud  |  Spotify  |  Twitter


